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Instructions:
1. Attempt all questions.
2. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary.
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Give one word for the following and use it in your sentences
1. One who believes in God.
2. One who knows many languages.
3. That which can not happen.
4. That which does not bear writer’s name
5. One looks upon the dark side of everything.
6. A place where sick people are treated.
7. A person who prepares designs of building.

Q.1
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Q.2
(a)

(b)

Write synonyms of the following. (Any seven)
1. Praise6.
2. Tragic
3. fresh
6. liberal
7. collect 8. shy
Write antonyms of the following.(Any seven )
1. Honest
2. deep
3. entrance
6.. progress
7 . legal
8. mobile
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4. Harmony
9. damage

5. Rural
10. luxury

4. general
9. heavy

5. joy
10. beautiful

Write antonyms of the following.(Any seven )
1. hard
2. cruel
3. failure 4. compare
6. prohibit
7. maximum 8. liquid 9. arrival

5. increase
10. interesting
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OR
(b)
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Q.3
Give meaning of the following idioms and use them in your sentences. ( Any seven )
1. A burning question
2. To call a spade a spade
3. To grease the palm of
4. A red letter day
5. A child’s play
6. To look after
7. To bell the cat
8. In a nut shell
9. Scot-free
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OR
Q.3

(a)

Give one word for the following and use it in your sentences.
1. One who walks on foot.
2. A man who is not married.
3. One who has unlimited power.
4. That which easily catches fire.
5. A tank for fishes and water plants.
6. The science of life
7. The act of stopping work as a protest.
8. That which can be easily bent
9. One who is generally liked or admired by people.
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1

(b)

Give meaning of the following idioms. ( Any seven )
1. A place where money is coined.
2. A child born after the death of his father.
3. One who dies for a noble cause.
4. A woman whose husband is dead.
5. An instrument seeing minute objects.
6. A machine for lifting and moving heavy weight.
7. A person who flies in a spaceship.
8. Men who work in the same department I office.
9. One who does not know how to read and write.
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Write meanings of the following pairs of words and use them in your Sentence.
( Any seven)
1. berth – birth
6. dose - doze
2. Air – ere
7. heal - heel
3. marry – merry
8. floor - flour
4. dairy – diary
9. loan - lone
5. check – cheque
10. plain – plane
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Q.4

OR
Q. 4

Write meanings of the following pairs of words and use them in your Sentence.
( Any seven)
1. practice – practice
6. later - letter
2. patrol – petrol
7. gaol - goal
3. pray – prey
8. idle - idol
4. peace – piece
9. fair - fare
5. physic – physics
10. loose – lose
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Correct the following sentences. ( Any eight)
1. I went Baroda tomorrow.
2. That file, not papers are what I asked for.
3. ‘Martyrs’ are published at every week.
4. Look, the sun was shining now.
5. There was some misunderstanding among two friends.
6. Bread and butter are my favorite breakfast.
7. He has work as a lecturer for the last five years.
8. Tomatoes supplies us with vitamin ‘C’.
9. My father have just leave for Delhi.
10. Ten thousand rupees are too much for me.
Translate the following paragraph.
God becomes the friend of a person who moves on. The man Should not only sleep,
should not only sit down, should not only stand up, but Should move and always
work hard. The luck of only the hard working man Moves on and on. Only the hard
working man rises up. He gets better and Better position, more and more wealth and
more and more prosperity. Only such Man gets success.
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Q.5
(a)

(b)

06

OR
Q.5

Do as directed.
1. cite – sight ( Show the difference of meaning )
2. bold ( give synonym and antonym)
3. Personal – personnel ( Show difference of meaning )
4. cast – caste ( make sentences on each)
5. optimistic ( give synonym and antonym)
6. build (give synonym and antonym )
7. extant – extent ( make sentences on each )
************
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